To whom it may concern.

To take one road and split into
to areas.

Have you just ripped out from somewhere, somehow.

Next you could count all the voters that are entitle to vote. See how many did vote, and split a husband and wife if they voted for the same person. Then lose the Postal Vote like last time. Don't find out how many don't pay there taxes but vote for their improvement, i.e. 12 - 17½, having fabric getting free council accommodation free hand out, etc.

I know you won't excuse my errors. I'm dying of Cancer at present. I need a Red Cross hospital
No! I don't wish to go in, unless they don't wish to even give me water.

If you get one voter left over are you going to cut them in half?

Yours, Why did I fight for this to happen.
We would have been better off under Hitler.
He made them proud of Germany, and pulled them out of unemployment.

Look what we have now.